Categorization is a powerful cognitive process that supports the differentiation and interpretation of objects and events in the environment. Learning categories supports generalization of knowledge to new, unfamiliar instances by allowing organisms to come to treat physically and perceptually distinct objects---that nonetheless share deeper statistical structure---as functionally equivalent. Because categorization is so central to cognition, it is important to understand the processes and neural substrates that support human category learning. One candidate neural substrate is the striatum, the input structure of the basal ganglia ([@r1]). Here, our goal is to investigate the role of the striatum in auditory category learning, using a videogame task in which category learning occurs incidentally, without explicit training. This creates learning conditions similar to those experienced during speech learning, thereby building a bridge between one of the brain's central learning systems and one of our most important cognitive abilities.

Knowledge about the neural mechanisms that support category learning has come largely from studies of visual category learning under explicit training. In these tasks, participants actively attempt to assign exemplars to the correct category through a motor response, and use explicit feedback about category decisions to guide learning. Visual category learning under explicit training conditions is thought to involve the striatum and associated corticostriatal loops by which the basal ganglia interact with visual and motor cortices, especially when the learning involves complex perceptual categories that are difficult to describe verbally ([@r2][@r3][@r4][@r5]--[@r6]).

A much smaller body of work has examined the neurobiological basis of auditory category learning. To date, most of this work has focused on identifying changes in the cerebral cortical response to sounds after learning ([@r7][@r8][@r9][@r10]--[@r11]). Thus, while we have gained substantial knowledge about the cortical locus of learning-related change in auditory and speech categorization, little is known about the learning mechanisms and associated brain systems that drive these changes in auditory categorization ability.

An exception comes from studies of categorization training among adults learning difficult-to-acquire nonnative speech categories. These studies show that explicit training with feedback can produce significantly larger learning gains than those yielded from passive exposure ([@r12][@r13]--[@r14]). Critically, this behavioral dissociation is reflected in the striatum during learning ([@r12]); training with explicit feedback results in striatal activation, whereas training with no feedback does not. Therefore, at least under conditions of explicit training with feedback, the striatum is a likely contributor to speech category learning ([@r12], [@r15], [@r16]).

Thus far, there is clear evidence that explicit feedback-based categorization training can involve the striatum. One important limitation, however, is that we do not yet know whether the striatum is engaged in incidental category learning under more ecologically valid learning conditions, such as active engagement in a task that involves multiple forms of sensory input, some of which may be coherently structured but not explicitly categorized. The ability to learn in such environments is particularly crucial for understanding auditory category learning, because humans readily acquire native speech categories without instruction or explicit feedback.

Moreover, there remain important unanswered questions about how incidental category learning may be influenced by the distributional structure of category input. Distributional regularities in the input impact learning strategies and outcomes in explicit training paradigms (e.g., refs. [@r17] and [@r18]). Likewise, the striatum has been implicated in procedural learning of fixed stimulus--response associations across simple stimulus classes via rewarding outcomes, even without explicit awareness (e.g., refs. [@r1], [@r19], and [@r20]). However, in the former case, explicit training does not model the challenge of speech learning. In the latter, the simplicity of the mapping from stimulus to reward does not adequately model the challenge of mapping from complex but distributionally structured speech category input to reward.

This leads us to examine whether the striatum is involved in learning the distributional structure of auditory categories in a rich, multimodal environment without overt categorization. We take a novel approach in which participants play a videogame during an fMRI scan. In the course of game play, participants learn auditory categories incidentally, through the categories' utility in supporting successful game actions. This training has been found to support both speech ([@r21], [@r22]) and nonspeech ([@r8], [@r22][@r23]--[@r24]) category learning that generalizes to novel exemplars. The current study tests whether the striatum is recruited during this learning and, if so, whether its engagement is modulated by the presence of coherently structured category input distributions and associated with the hallmark of category learning, the ability to generalize learning to novel instances.

Results {#s1}
=======

A core assumption of the videogame is that the utility of sounds in guiding successful gaming action leads to implicit learning about the correspondences among the sound categories and the videogame's visuomotor task demands. In our first-person space-themed videogame, the performance objective is to execute appropriate gaming actions upon the approach of visual aliens. Each alien is associated with a particular sound category defined by four acoustically variable exemplars, and a particular region of the visual space from which it originates. When an alien appears, one sound category exemplar is presented repeatedly until the player executes an action. At higher game levels, the sounds precede the visual appearance of an alien. This creates the opportunity for players to utilize the sound category information to predict the appearance of the specific aliens and execute the appropriate action within the time demands.

We critically manipulated the utility of the sound categories by varying, across two participant groups, the distribution of the exemplars assigned to the aliens ([Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). An experimental group experienced aliens for which the set of copresented sounds was organized into coherently structured auditory categories, with category boundaries characterized by unidimensional or multidimensional spectrotemporal features (the offset- or onset-frequency sweep, respectively). Thus, each of the four aliens was associated with a category of sounds that could, in principle, support generalization through its distributional structure. A control group experienced offset categories identical to the experimental group. However, for the onset categories, exemplar sets assigned to an alien were randomly drawn from the acoustic space that characterized the experimental group onset categories. This created two onset-sweep categories that could not be distinguished from each other on the basis of a linear boundary; however, the onset categories were perceptually distinctive from the offset categories. Thus, item-specific learning of onset-category exemplars is possible but, without distributionally structured input that distinguishes between the onset categories, the ability to generalize onset-category learning to novel exemplars should be restricted to the coarse distinction between onset and offset categories ([*SI Appendix*, *Results* and Fig. S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1811992116/-/DCSupplemental)). This design therefore allows examination of the relationships among behavioral category-learning outcomes, behavior in the videogame task, and involvement of the striatum as a function of the distributional structure of the sound categories.

![Overview of the experimental approach. (*A*) Schematic illustration of the sound categories. Each alien was paired with four sound exemplars. Each exemplar was composed of an invariant low-frequency spectral peak (P1; dashed line) and one of the four possible higher-frequency spectral peaks (P2; either a gray or black solid line). (*A*, *Upper*) The four categories learned by the experimental group. (*A*, *Lower*) The categories learned by the control group. Each group experienced an identical pair of offset sound categories, defined by a single acoustic dimension (i.e., decreasing vs. increasing in frequency across time). Only the onset-sweep categories differed across groups. For the experimental group, onset categories were organized into two categories potentially linearly separable in a higher-dimensional perceptual space defined by the integration of multiple acoustic dimensions \[i.e., steady-state (SS) frequency and P2 onset-frequency locus\]. For the control group, onset-category exemplars were randomly drawn from this space ([*Methods*](#s11){ref-type="sec"}). The scatterplots show the higher-dimensional relationships of the onset-sweep categories for each group, with color indicating the categories. (*B*) Illustration of the videogame. (*B*, *Left*) A game screenshot. Each alien creature appears from a consistent quadrant. (*B*, *Right*) A schematic depiction of a game trial structure with multiple events. On each trial, one alien appears and a single exemplar from the associated sound category is presented repeatedly. Participants must navigate the videogame to center the alien and take the correct gaming action ([@r23]). The trial length (appearance of each alien) depends upon how well participants play the game; thus, it is highly variable within and across participants.](pnas.1811992116fig01){#fig01}

Category Distributional Structure Affects Incidental Auditory Category Learning via Videogame Play. {#s2}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We examined whether participants learned sound categories incidentally from game play, using accuracy assessed in a postscan explicit category labeling task. In this task, listeners categorized both familiar exemplars experienced in the videogame and novel exemplars to test generalization of category learning ([Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}).

![Behavioral performance. (*A*) Proportion correct categorization of offset- and onset-category exemplars in the posttest. Hashed bars indicate mean performance across the trained exemplars experienced in the videogame. Solid bars indicate mean performance for novel exemplars withheld from training (i.e., generalization) in the experimental (blue) and control (red) groups. (*B*) Group average in-scanner videogame performance, as measured by the highest game level achieved. (*C*) Correlation of the videogame performance (highest game level achieved) and categorization accuracy for the novel offset- and onset-category exemplars. Pearson's correlation *r* values are shown. Dashed lines in *A* and *C* indicate chance level (0.25) performance. Error bars indicate ±1 SEM. See [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1811992116/-/DCSupplemental) for further analysis of behavioral error pattern differences across the experimental and control groups.](pnas.1811992116fig02){#fig02}

First, we analyzed category learning of the onset categories that critically differentiated the two groups and presented the most difficult category-learning challenge using a mixed-effects logistic model. This analysis revealed significant effects of group, sound exemplar type, and their interaction \[Group × Exemplar type: χ^2^ (1) = 9.73, *P* = 0.0018; [*SI Appendix*, Table S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1811992116/-/DCSupplemental), onset\]. Post hoc tests revealed that the experimental group exhibited above-chance generalization of learning to novel exemplars (experimental: *t*~12~ = 5.53, *P* \< 0.0005), categorizing them just as accurately as familiar, trained exemplars (*t*~12~ = 0.30, *P* = 0.77). In contrast, the control group did not generalize category learning to novel exemplars, leading to significantly poorer categorization accuracy for novel, compared with familiar, exemplars (*t*~13~ = 6.40, *P* \< 0.0005) and overall performance that did not differ from chance (control: *t*~13~ = 1.95, *P* = 0.073). \[The trend-level generalization result for the control group, in contrast, reflected a limited ability to coarsely discriminate between the onset- vs. offset-sweep categories ([*SI Appendix*, *Results* and Fig. S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1811992116/-/DCSupplemental)).\]

Next, we analyzed accurate categorization of the offset categories shared across groups. A mixed-effects logistic model analysis of accurate categorization of familiar vs. novel exemplars in the two participant groups revealed main effects of group and sound exemplar type, but no significant Group × Exemplar type effect \[χ^2^ (1) = 0.47, *P* = 0.49; [*SI Appendix*, Table S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1811992116/-/DCSupplemental), offset\]. Overall, the experimental group exhibited more accurate categorization than the control group (*M*~diff~ ± SE = 0.19 ± 0.078), and familiar exemplars were more accurately categorized than novel exemplars (*M*~diff~ ± SE = 0.05 ± 0.019). Generalization to novel exemplars was similar across groups, and above-chance for each group ([Fig. 2*A*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}; experimental: *t*~12~ = 4.94, *P* \< 0.0005; control: *t*~13~ = 5.14, *P* \< 0.0005).

Since generalization of learning to novel exemplars is a hallmark of category learning, these results indicate that both groups incidentally learned the offset categories. In contrast, robust learning of the onset categories was shown only in the experimental group that experienced coherent distributional structure \[see [*SI Appendix*, Table S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1811992116/-/DCSupplemental) for a full model for a significant Group × Sound Category type × Exemplar type effect; χ^2^ (1) = 6.61, *P* = 0.010\]. Further investigations of categorization response error patterns revealed that the experimental group categorized the four sound categories, whereas the control group coarsely discriminated the onset- vs. offset-category types ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1811992116/-/DCSupplemental)).

In previous research using the same paradigm, the highest videogame level reached during training (an indirect measure of learning) has been positively correlated with explicit posttest categorization accuracy ([@r23][@r24]--[@r25]). In the present conditions of videogame training within the scanner, there was no significant group difference in game performance (*t*~25~ = 1.63, *P* = 0.12; [Fig. 2*B*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}) or in the duration of self-paced game training trials ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1811992116/-/DCSupplemental)). Note that although auditory category learning supports game success, it is not essential; it is thus noteworthy that there was a reliable association of videogame performance with accuracy in generalizing category learning to both novel onset exemplars ([Fig. 2*C*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}; experimental: *r* = 0.701, *P* = 0.007; control: *r* = 0.685, *P* = 0.007) and novel offset exemplars (experimental: *r* = 0.705, *P* = 0.007; control: *r* = 0.469, *P* = 0.098).

Involvement of the Striatum During Incidental Auditory Category Learning Depends upon Category Distributional Structure. {#s3}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Previous studies have emphasized the involvement of the striatum in perceptual category learning (e.g., refs. [@r4], [@r12], [@r26], and [@r27]) and nondeclarative, implicit learning (e.g., refs. [@r28][@r29][@r30]--[@r31]) using explicit classification tasks. Thus, we investigated whether the striatum is recruited for incidental learning of sound categories, and whether the recruitment differs and varies as a function of the exemplar distribution (experimental, control) that drives differences in behavioral learning outcomes.

Given the unique nature of the videogame task, we estimated the neural responses during game play as a time-dependent change of blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) magnitude from the onset of a game trial while controlling for variations in trial duration ([Fig. 1*B*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"} and [*Methods*](#s11){ref-type="sec"}). We first identified regions within the striatum that exhibited different BOLD activation time courses between the two participant groups in response to the audiovisual events in the videogame ([Fig. 1*B*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). Within a striatum anatomical mask ([*Methods*](#s11){ref-type="sec"}), we found that the left caudate body and bilateral putamen ([Fig. 3*A*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Table S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1811992116/-/DCSupplemental)) consistently exhibited a significant Group × Time Course effect across three runs, even though the two groups did not differ in overall game performance ([Fig. 2*B*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}) or in game trial duration (and, thus, timing of feedback in the game; [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1811992116/-/DCSupplemental)). On average, the experimental group recruited these striatal regions to a greater degree than the control group ([Fig. 3*B*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). It is of note that this effect is not confined to the striatum, the focus of our predictions; in fact, it involves other cortical regions as well ([*SI Appendix*, Table S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1811992116/-/DCSupplemental)). Interestingly, no brain regions were sensitive to the different sound category types (onset vs. offset); rather, the BOLD responses to the two category types were highly similar in both groups during game play ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S3](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1811992116/-/DCSupplemental)). Thus, we used the overall BOLD response in subsequent analyses, collapsing across the two category types.

![Activation of the striatum across the experimental and control groups during videogame training. (*A*) Regions within the striatum exhibiting a significant Group × Time Course effect in response to game audiovisual stimulus events. The highlighted regions are a union of active striatal clusters across the three functional runs (caudate body and putamen; [*SI Appendix*, Table S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1811992116/-/DCSupplemental)). (*B*) The average activation time course of the striatal regions active in videogame play. Shaded regions indicate ±1 SEM. Post hoc tests revealed greater BOLD activation in the experimental than control group (*t*~25~s \> 2.23, *P*s \< 0.035 from 4.5 to 10.5 s from the start of each game trial).](pnas.1811992116fig03){#fig03}

Next, we sought to understand the relationship of striatal activity to behavioral indicators of auditory category learning. Using multiple linear regression, we tested whether the magnitude of BOLD activity in the striatal clusters ([*SI Appendix*, Table S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1811992116/-/DCSupplemental)) differentially predicted participants' behavioral performance across the two groups. Turning first to the onset categories that differentiated the groups, we observed no main effects (*P*s \> 0.19) but found a significant Group × Striatal Activation effect (β = 0.70, *t* = 2.37, *P* = 0.027; [*SI Appendix*, Table S4](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1811992116/-/DCSupplemental)), indicating that the two groups exhibited a different relationship between striatal activity and the behavioral generalization of onset-category learning in the explicit posttest ([Fig. 4*A*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}, *Left*). Post hoc correlation analyses performed on each group revealed a trend toward a positive relationship in the experimental group (*r* = 0.54, *P* = 0.058) but no relationship in the control group (*r* = −0.37, *P* = 0.20). In contrast, there were no significant main or Group × Striatal Activation effects for the offset categories shared across the groups ([*SI Appendix*, Table S4](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1811992116/-/DCSupplemental)), which indicates that the relationship between the striatal activity and the behavioral generalization of offset-category learning did not differ across the groups.

![Relationship between behavioral measures and striatal activation. (*A*) Correlation between the activation of striatal clusters during game play and generalization of category learning to novel onset-category exemplars in an explicit posttraining categorization test (*Left*), and in-scanner videogame performance (*Right*). Data points and regression lines of the experimental and control groups are indicated by blue and red, respectively. β-Coefficient estimates indicate the peak activation of the striatum during game play shown in [Fig. 3*B*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}. (*B*) Summary of the relationships among behavioral game performance, posttraining categorization, and striatal activation during game play. Pearson's correlation *r* values are derived from an individual, post hoc correlation analysis following the significant Group × Striatal Activation interaction effect from a multiple linear regression analysis predicting corresponding behavioral performance measure.](pnas.1811992116fig04){#fig04}

A similar pattern was apparent between striatal activation and in-game performance ([Fig. 4*A*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}, *Right*). The Group × Striatal Activation effect was significant (β = 0.91, *t* = 2.58, *P* = 0.017), but there were no main effects of Group (β = −0.32, *t* = 1.35, *P* = 0.19) or Striatal Activation (β = −0.069, *t* = 0.25, *P* = 0.81) in predicting videogame performance. Post hoc analyses revealed that the magnitude of striatal activation was strongly positively correlated with videogame performance only in the experimental group (*r* = 0.74, *P* = 0.004; control: *r* = −0.072, *P* = 0.81).

In all, a set of posterior striatal regions exhibited a significant Group × Time Course effect in response to the audiovisual events experienced in the videogame ([Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}), and the magnitude of striatal activation was a better predictor of auditory category learning in the experimental group than the control group ([Fig. 4*B*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}).

A Striatum--Left Superior Temporal Sulcus Auditory Loop Contributes to Learning. {#s4}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A prior study found learning-related activation increases in a putatively speech-selective region of the left superior temporal sulcus (l-STS) after videogame training of distributionally structured (but not unstructured) nonspeech ([@r8]). However, the pre- vs. posttraining fMRI design in this prior study precluded examination of the learning mechanisms and associated brain systems that drive these cortical changes. In this context, we examined whether the striatum was functionally connected to the l-STS during videogame play, and whether this connectivity was related to behavioral measures of auditory category learning in our experimental and control groups who experienced onset categories with different degrees of distributional structure.

Using localizer data, we first identified a speech-selective region of interest (ROI) for each participant within the l-STS. First, as in Leech et al. ([@r8]), we found that the experimental group exhibited robust activation during game training in similar regions in the l-STS ([Fig. 5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}, *Left*), and this l-STS activation was a better predictor of onset-category generalization performance in the posttest in the experimental, compared with the control, group ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S4](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1811992116/-/DCSupplemental)). With these localized l-STS ROIs, we next performed connectivity analysis; our striatal regions ([Fig. 3*A*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Table S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1811992116/-/DCSupplemental)) served as seeds, and functional correlations were computed and extracted from individually defined speech-selective ROIs in the l-STS ([Fig. 5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}). In each group, the striatal regions were functionally connected with the speech-selective ROIs during game training (one-sample *t* tests against 0; *t*s \> 9.37, *P*s \< 5.14 × 10^−7^), and each group exhibited a similar degree of striatal connectivity with the l-STS ROIs, as well as with other areas across the whole brain (i.e., no brain area exhibited significant group differences in connectivity).

![Functional connectivity between the posterior striatum and speech-selective left superior temporal sulcus tissue. (*Left*) l-STS tissue was identified as exhibiting greater BOLD activation for hearing speech compared with nonspeech sounds (i.e., speech: English words and syllables vs. nonspeech: semantically matched environmental sounds and sound exemplars from the videogame) in a separate localizer task before videogame training. The group-based speech \> nonspeech contrast mask is shown in orange, and individually defined speech-selective ROIs are shown as blue spheres. (*Right*) Correlations between generalization of onset-category learning in the posttest and the extent of functional connectivity between the striatum to the localized l-STS ROIs on a single-subject basis. Behavioral categorization performance (*y* axis) represents generalization performance for categorizing novel onset-category exemplars. The bar graph (*Inset*) shows average connectivity for each group from the striatal seeds to individually defined speech-selective ROIs. The functional connectivity measure is expressed in Fisher's *z*-correlation coefficient. The correlation *r* values are derived from post hoc correlation analyses, following upon a significant Group × Striatal Connectivity interaction effect from a multiple linear regression analysis. Error bars indicate ±1 SEM.](pnas.1811992116fig05){#fig05}

This established a context in which we could examine whether the degree of functional connectivity between striatal and speech-selective l-STS tissue is differently related to behavioral performance in the two groups. To this end, we performed a multiple linear regression analysis examining the generalization of the onset categories in the posttest based on each group's functional connectivity between the striatal and l-STS ROIs; this analysis revealed a significant main effect of Group (β = 1.44, *t* = 3.76, *P* = 0.001) but no effect of Striatal Connectivity (β = 0.038, *t* = 0.22, *P* = 0.82). Most importantly, we also found a significant Group × Striatal Connectivity effect (β = −0.84, *t* = 2.30, *P* = 0.031). This key finding suggests that the two groups exhibited a different relationship between the striatal connectivity to l-STS and behavioral generalization ([Fig. 5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}). Post hoc correlation analyses revealed that the functional connectivity between the striatum and l-STS in the experimental group was marginally related to onset-category generalization (*r* = −0.52, *P* = 0.071), but there was no relationship in the control group (*r* = 0.11, *P* = 0.700). On the contrary, the same analysis of offset-category generalization revealed neither significant main effects (*t*s \< 1.18, *P*s \> 0.25) nor a Group × Striatal Connectivity interaction (β = 0.097, *t* = 0.19, *P* = 0.849). The predictive relationship between the striatal connectivity with l-STS and offset-category generalization did not differ across the groups.

Our main focus was to investigate the connectivity between the striatum and speech-selective l-STS but, given the nature of the videogame task, we also performed a secondary analysis to explore the connectivity between the striatum and the localized visual and motor regions ([*SI Appendix*, *Methods*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1811992116/-/DCSupplemental)). For visual regions, we found patterns of connectivity to behavioral measures of category learning similar to those of l-STS. For bilateral motor regions, the connectivity--behavioral relationship was weaker ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S5](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1811992116/-/DCSupplemental)).

Discussion {#s5}
==========

What we know about the neural mechanisms that support category learning has come largely from studies of visual category learning under explicit training. However, category learning outside the laboratory often involves learning under conditions in which the relationship of category exemplars to behaviorally relevant behaviors and events is learned incidentally without overt feedback or explicit category decisions. Further, we know that auditory category learning, such as the learning of speech categories, is an important human skill. By using a novel, videogame-based approach, we investigated whether the striatum is engaged in incidental auditory category learning, and whether it is sensitive to the distributional structure of sound categories even when attention is not explicitly directed to the sounds. In fMRI, participants played a videogame in which sound category exemplars were predictive of successful actions. For an experimental group, each alien was associated with a category of sounds defined by exemplars with distributional regularity in perceptual space. In contrast, for a control group, the exemplars for two aliens lacked an organized distributional regularity across exemplars, thereby creating an auditory environment with less statistically coherent structure associated with task-relevant behaviors and events.

Our findings can be summarized as follows: (*i*) Listeners incidentally learned auditory categories in the course of videogame play, even without explicit categorization of, or directed attention to, the sounds, and generalized that learning to novel exemplars when the categories possessed distributional regularity; (*ii*) the striatum was engaged in a learning-dependent manner during this incidental learning; (*iii*) functional connectivity between the striatum and left STS tissue involved in complex sound categorization ([@r8]) was modulated as a function of incidental category learning; and (*iv*) the modulations of striatal activity and connectivity to the left STS differed across the experimental and control groups, indicating the sensitivity of the striatal learning system to coherently structured stimulus input. At the broadest level, our results demonstrate that the striatum contributes to incidental sound category learning even when behavior is directed at navigating a rich, multimodal environment and not focused on sound categorization per se.

The Striatum Facilitates Learning Distributions of Category Exemplars. {#s6}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Recruitment of the striatum may be essential in accomplishing effective sound category learning across distributions of sounds that are difficult to acquire through unsupervised learning ([@r15], [@r16]). For instance, passive listening to difficult nonnative speech categories does not recruit the striatum, and produces few or no learning gains ([@r12], [@r13], [@r32]). In contrast, overt categorization tasks with explicit feedback elicit robust activity in the striatum and yield substantial learning ([@r12], [@r33]). Similarly, although the onset categories of the present study were learned in the context of short-term incidental videogame training, they are not learned via passive listening ([@r23], [@r34]).

The difference may be that the active incidental videogame training introduces opportunities for the distributional regularities of sound category exemplars to align with behaviorally relevant actions and events. Prior research involving overt responses and associated feedback has demonstrated that striatal recruitment is particularly robust in tasks that involve goal-directed actions, a sense of agency over contingent outcomes, and information that provides performance feedback ([@r35], [@r36]). The present videogame possesses these task features; even without overt category decisions, the active nature of the videogame task encourages sound-based predictions to drive behavior, with associated positive (e.g., points earned) and negative (e.g., alien death) outcomes. This can explain the similar degrees of striatal connectivity found in the two participant groups across auditory, visual, and motor regions ([Fig. 5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S5](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1811992116/-/DCSupplemental)).

Critically, the consistent relationship of category exemplars to a specific alien (and action outcomes associated with the alien) relates the multiple, acoustically variable exemplars from a sound category to consistent behaviorally relevant aliens and actions. These characteristics may more successfully drive category learning than unsupervised learning (i.e., passive exposure). We speculate that incidental learning can outperform unsupervised learning by drawing upon reinforcement learning mechanisms involving the striatum. We base this on evidence that the posterior striatum accumulates information about the reward history of stimuli to yield value-based representations across the perceptual space that can guide optimal responses ([@r37]) and which may, via corticostriatal loops ([@r5]), hasten the alteration of cortical representations in the left STS ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S6](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1811992116/-/DCSupplemental)).

The Striatum Is Sensitive to Distributional Structure in the Stimulus Input. {#s7}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Prior research has emphasized the role of the striatum in gradual learning of stimulus--response relationships to rewarding outcomes, often in the context of simple stimuli that vary in reward value ([@r31], [@r37], [@r38]). The present results highlight that mappings of coherently structured category exemplars also accumulate value through striatal learning. To understand this point, it is helpful to recall that the stimulus--response mapping was equivalent across the experimental and control groups; all participants experienced a perfectly consistent mapping between sound exemplars and a specific game event (alien). What differed was the relationship of these exemplars to one another in perceptual space; onset-category exemplars possessed distributional regularity for the experimental, but not the control, group. Although the groups had similar game performance and engagement ([Fig. 2*B*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1811992116/-/DCSupplemental)), and all exemplars had a consistent alien--action mapping across learning, the distributional structure of the onset categories significantly affected the course of learning. Categorization performance of the control group was significantly poorer than the experimental group even for the offset categories, which were identical across groups and can be discriminated without training due to the unidimensional cue that differentiates them ([@r23], [@r34]). Likewise, the control group engaged the striatum to a lesser extent than the experimental group, for both the onset and offset categories. These patterns potentially highlight how the distributional regularities in the category stimulus input (even in a subset of the input) can differently leverage the striatal system that accumulates behaviorally relevant valuation of the stimulus input during learning.

The importance of a coherent distributional structure for learning outcomes---especially generalization---may be related to the way in which reinforcement learning proceeds via gradual accumulation of stimulus--response relationships according to their reward value ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S6](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1811992116/-/DCSupplemental)). The striatum has great potential for information compression, which might be crucial in acquiring representations that support generalization to new exemplars ([@r1]). Given the high convergence ratio from cortical input to the striatum ([@r39]) and to basal ganglia output ([@r40][@r41]--[@r42]), corticostriatal loops can carry out neural computations required in acting as a pattern detector ([@r39], [@r43]). In this way, the striatum is well-suited to learning distributionally structured exemplars and may be less efficient when a coherent distributional structure is absent, or less robust as in the control group.

We propose that exemplars with distributional regularity, as in the experimental group, will tend to accumulate reward value in a common region of perceptual space, thereby building a coherent "value map" across encounters that can be used to more effectively drive future reward--yielding actions and, ultimately, allow for the generalization of this learning to novel exemplars that fall in a similar region of perceptual space ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S6](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1811992116/-/DCSupplemental)). Even when the distributional regularity of category exemplars is not perceptually apparent, as is the case for the onset-category sounds ([@r23], [@r34]), striatal engagement can capitalize upon the distributional structure, in turn yielding better learning of objects and events that align with positive behavioral outcomes.

In the same manner, for the control group, the onset-category exemplars were scattered in perceptual space (without robust distributional regularity), providing less opportunity to relate a consistent region of perceptual space to a specific alien, and to the action needed to produce a rewarding outcome. This is consistent with poorer behavioral learning and reduced striatal engagement for the control group, observed especially for the unstructured onset categories. Although overall recruitment of the striatum was reduced for the control group compared with the experimental group, the groups exhibited proportionally similar degrees of generalization for the structured, offset categories (relative to categorization of familiar exemplars). Moreover, where there was distributional regularity for the control group (offset categories), the relationship of striatal activation and striatal connectivity to the speech-selective l-STS area, and to behavior, was similar to that observed for the experimental group. Therefore, we conclude that the striatum participates in learning categories defined by exemplars with distributional regularity that are aligned with value-marking behavioral outcomes.

The Posterior Striatum Is Recruited During Successful Incidental Learning. {#s8}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Research has emphasized that different subregions within the striatum have distinct functional roles ([@r1], [@r17]). The head of the caudate nucleus interacts with the prefrontal cortex, and is known to be involved in executive processes ([@r4], [@r44][@r45]--[@r46]); thus, the caudate head has been implicated in category learning that can be accomplished by selective attention to specific input dimensions ([@r2], [@r3]). In contrast, the posterior striatum---comprising the caudate body, caudate tail, and putamen---has been widely implicated in nondeclarative, implicit learning ([@r19], [@r20], [@r47]). Similarly, in the context of perceptual category learning, numerous studies have demonstrated the engagement of the posterior striatum when category learning requires integration of information across input dimensions at a predecisional stage ([@r2], [@r26], [@r48], [@r49]). This is thought to be accomplished via establishment of a direct motor--response mapping that bypasses frontally mediated explicit or executive processing ([@r6], [@r29], [@r50]).

This traditional conceptualization would predict that the onset categories (requiring integration across input dimensions) and offset categories (unidimensional up- or downsweep) would engage distinct striatal subsystems for category learning. However, in contrast, we observed posterior striatal engagement irrespective of category type ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S3](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1811992116/-/DCSupplemental)). Further, the traditional conceptualization would predict that the onset categories (requiring integration across input dimensions) would first engage anterior striatal learning and then gradually shift to posterior striatal learning ([@r16], [@r48]). Here, we demonstrate the engagement of the posterior striatum from the earliest phases of training ([*SI Appendix*, Table S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1811992116/-/DCSupplemental)). One possibility is that when sound category exemplars are a part of a rich, multimodal incidental learning environment, the task complexity may draw attention away from the sounds, diminishing selective attention strategies better aligned with the anterior striatum. The incidental nature of the videogame task also means that participants were not informed about the existence of categories and were not making overt category decisions; this is in contrast to explicit training tasks that have served as the empirical basis for theoretical models that posit distinct, and competitive, roles for anterior and posterior striatal systems. Moreover, since the videogame involved only one exemplar per trial under incidental conditions, there was a strong pressure to gradually accumulate evidence, including reward value, incidentally across alien encounters. This aligns with functional roles associated with the posterior striatum (e.g., refs. [@r37] and [@r51]) and, as highlighted above, might be comparatively less optimal for the control group, since the sound exemplars possess less distributional structure compared with the experimental group.

Overall, the present results indicate that the posterior striatum is not limited to the learning of complex categories that require integration across input dimensions. Here, learning of the offset categories that are easily defined by a single, verbalizable input dimension to which selective attention can be directed also engaged the posterior striatum, at least when the sounds were embedded in an incidental task with coherent exemplar regularity that aligned well with the behavioral goal. Interestingly, our previous behavioral work on adult listeners suggests that the learning of nonnative speech categories within the videogame is more efficient ([@r21]) than extensive training using explicit tasks (e.g., refs. [@r52] and [@r53]). Potentially, the learning advantages of the incidental videogame task over explicit training might derive from the early engagement of learning mediated by the posterior striatum.

Extending our results to the consideration of naturalistic speech learning, the learning capacity of the posterior striatum might help listeners become attuned to functionally relevant linguistic units (e.g., words and phonemes) experienced in complex, multimodal contexts that involve contingent rewards. For example, this could include naturalistic social interactions that involve speech and reinforcing reactions (such as a smile, eye gaze, or vocal response) ([@r54][@r55]--[@r56]). The gradual accumulation of speech interactions with associated rewards could guide learning of consistent (and predictive) correspondence in the multimodal input (e.g., multiple instances of speech input and the visual referents, such as hearing "bear" while seeing a bear doll vs. "pear" while seeing a pear fruit). As such, the incidental nature of the videogame task might closely model the complexity of naturalistic and interactive learning environments.

Contribution of the Auditory Corticostriatal Loop During Category Learning. {#s9}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our results indicate that the posterior striatum is sensitive to the coherent distributional structure of auditory categories that listeners incidentally learn during videogame play. Previous studies have shown that the posterior striatum indeed interacts with sensory cortical regions to support perceptual category learning ([@r5], [@r57]). Thus, we also expected the posterior striatum to exhibit evidence of interaction with cortical regions implicated in auditory category perception and learning. We were particularly interested in the l-STS, because activation in this area has been linked to general expertise with complex sound and phonemic categories ([@r7], [@r58]). Even more directly, the l-STS activity observed in the current study is similar in location to the learning-dependent activity increases observed following videogame training with the same set of sound categories as those learned by the experimental group ([@r8]). Here, we observed that during learning across videogame play, the experimental (but not the control) group recruited the l-STS ROIs with activity levels that predicted behavioral categorization performance in the posttest.

Thus, we predicted that the posterior striatum is engaged in auditory category learning through a functional circuit involving the l-STS. Consistent with this prediction, seed-based connectivity results revealed that functional connectivity between striatal and l-STS ROIs predicted a behavioral measure of category learning only for the experimental group ([Fig. 5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that learning-related modulation of connectivity between the posterior striatum and the l-STS may signal the engagement of a corticostriatal loop that can drive learning of statistically coherent category input structure.

Of note, the magnitude of striatal connectivity to the l-STS (and other visual and motor regions relevant to multimodal videogame training) did not differ between groups. This might suggest that the incidental videogame task engaged the striatal learning system for each group, widely broadcasting and receiving from various cortical regions relevant to successful videogame performance. However, note that we observed a learning-related decrease in striatal connectivity only for categories with distributional exemplar structure ([Fig. 5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S5](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1811992116/-/DCSupplemental)). Whereas the striatum may broadcast learning signals to cortical regions broadly relevant to the incidental task, the utility of this signal for category learning was contingent upon the alignment of videogame actions and outcomes with categories possessing distributional regularities.

Conclusion {#s10}
==========

This study investigated the contributions of the striatum to incidental auditory category learning. We examined this issue by utilizing a videogame task ([@r23]) that presented an opportunity to learn auditory categories in a rich, multimodal environment without explicit feedback about overt category decisions. The results show that the posterior striatum---especially the caudate body and putamen---contributes to the incidental learning of functionally relevant sound categories. Moreover, the posterior striatum interacts with a specific cortical area, the left superior temporal sulcus, which has previously been implicated in complex auditory category perception and learning ([@r8]). By creating different learning contexts that manipulated the functional utility of sound category information, we demonstrate that the nature of the distributional structure of sound categories greatly impacts how the striatum is recruited and interacts with the auditory association cortex. Together, the present results provide evidence for a functional role of the posterior striatum in incidental category learning. This finding may particularly be relevant in understanding speech category learning, which proceeds incidentally without explicit feedback ([@r15], [@r21]). In the context of speech category learning, modulation from attentional and motivational factors ([@r55]) and contingent extrinsic reinforcers like social cues ([@r54]) may play an important role in drawing striatal systems online to support and facilitate incidental category learning.

Methods {#s11}
=======

Participants. {#s12}
-------------

Thirty right-handed native-English speakers were assigned to one of the two groups ([Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). Two participants were removed from data analysis due to excessive head movement during scanning, and one was removed due to an incidental neurological finding. This resulted in 13 participants (6 females) in the experimental group, and 14 (6 females) in the control group (mean age 22.7 y). Participants gave informed consent and were paid \$60 upon completion. All reported normal hearing and no history of neurological impairments or communication disorders. The study procedure was approved by the University of Pittsburgh.

Auditory Stimuli and Group Assignment. {#s13}
--------------------------------------

The stimuli were identical to those used in previous studies ([@r8], [@r23][@r24]--[@r25]). The present study involved a total of six auditory categories, but each participant experienced four categories among the six. All sounds were artificial, nonspeech sounds composed of a steady-state frequency and a frequency transition in each of two spectral peaks (P1 and P2; [Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). The exemplars within and across categories were acoustically similar.

Following Wade and Holt ([@r23]), the two groups of participants (experimental and control) were defined by the differences in the to-be-learned sound categories. In brief, the groups shared two offset-sweep categories. For these categories, the P2 frequency either increased or decreased across time beyond the onset frequency. This provided a single acoustic dimension that unambiguously signaled category membership ([Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}).

For the remaining onset-sweep categories, P2 frequency increased or decreased over the initial 150 ms of each sound and then remained at a steady-state frequency for 125 ms. The two categories experienced by the experimental group had different P2 onset-sweep loci that varied across exemplars. Thus, no single acoustic characteristic was sufficient to determine category membership, but there was higher-order structure across multiple acoustic dimensions (i.e., sound steady-state frequency and P2 onset locus) that defined the categories ([Fig. 1*A*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}, *Upper*). \[These categories have different P2 onset loci (high vs. low in frequency), but the onset locus does not serve as an a priori cue to distinguish the two categories. Prior studies have shown that while the two offset-sweep categories can be discriminated without any training, the onset categories are indistinguishable by naïve listeners ([@r23], [@r34]).\]

In contrast, the two onset-sweep categories experienced by the control group did not have this higher-order structure ([Fig. 1*A*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}, *Lower*). These category exemplars were drawn from the same acoustic space as the experimental group onset-sweep categories; however, there was no constant P2 locus associated with a category, and so no higher-order structure. Therefore, the two onset-sweep categories experienced by the experimental vs. control group differed in whether they could be described by the presence or absence of complex statistical structure---namely, whether there exists a separable category boundary between them on the basis of spectrotemporal information integrated across dimensions ([@r23]).

These stimuli were designed to mimic spectrotemporal characteristics of speech. The two spectral peak components were analogous to formant frequencies in speech. The frequency transition patterns of the offset- and onset-sweep categories attempted to model vowel-consonant and consonant-vowel syllables; the steady-state phase modeled the vowel component, whereas the rapid transition modeled the consonant component. Each category consisted of 11 sound exemplars: Four were experienced in game training ([Fig. 1*A*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}), and seven were withheld to test generalization in a behavioral posttest. All exemplars were matched in root-mean-square amplitude. Each of the four categories was paired with one of the four alien characters.

Experimental Procedure. {#s14}
-----------------------

Participants completed a single 1.5-h fMRI session. The fMRI session included a localizer task, videogame training across three functional runs, and an auditory habituation task (which is not reported here due to excessive head movements). In fMRI, sound stimuli were presented through MR-compatible headphones (Silent Scan Audio System; Avotec), and right- and left-hand motor responses were recorded using an MR-compatible number pad (Mag Design and Engineering) and response glove (Fiber Optic Button Response System; Psychology Software Tools), respectively. After the videogame training in fMRI, participants completed an explicit sound category labeling task in a quiet behavioral testing room. All participants experienced the same experimental protocol and the same offset sound categories, except for the distributional structures of onset-sweep categories.

Localizer Task. {#s15}
---------------

All participants first completed a localizer run with an aim of localizing activity within the l-STS area, identified by Leech et al. ([@r8]) as selective to learning-related changes after incidental sound category learning in the videogame. There was a total of 96 auditory trials, on which participants heard either natural speech (English word or syllable) or nonspeech sounds (environmental sounds or nonspeech sounds from the videogame). The English words and semantically matched environmental sounds (e.g., spoken word "pouring" vs. the sound of pouring a drink) were selected from the localizer used by Leech et al. ([@r8]). To ensure that participants remained alert, the task also had 72 active, visuomotor trials, in which listeners pressed button keys associated with the color of the visual stimuli. Each trial lasted 1.5 s (see [*SI Appendix*, *Methods*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1811992116/-/DCSupplemental) for further details).

Videogame Training. {#s16}
-------------------

After the localizer run, participants played the videogame across three runs (12 min per run). During this incidental training, participants actively navigated a virtual environment, and encountered four visually distinct aliens. Each alien was associated with a particular category of sounds and a game action (shooting or capturing). Each alien appeared consistently from a distinct quadrant, with the exact position randomly jittered ([Fig. 1*B*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). Each time an alien appeared and progressed forward on the screen, one randomly selected sound exemplar from the associated category was repeatedly presented until the participant acted on the alien and it disappeared. Players freely navigated the game environment to orient toward the alien using the right hand and took appropriate game actions (shoot/capture) with the left hand. Depending upon the success or failure in taking appropriate game actions on the alien, a 500-ms visual feedback was presented ([Fig. 1*B*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}, *Right*). Note that this feedback was based on success in performing correct game actions and not linked to sound category decisions per se.

As the game advanced to higher levels, aliens moved forward at a faster speed, and originated farther out from the center of the screen, eventually reaching a point where players could hear the alien before seeing it. Since the sound category membership perfectly predicts the alien and its quadrant of origin, the sound category exemplars have functional value in signaling appropriate game actions. Thus, success in the game is incidentally linked to the ability to generalize across acoustic variability in category exemplars to support the rapid execution of appropriate action. We evaluate this with the metric of highest game level achieved in game play ([@r23]).

Participants played the game in a self-directed manner with game difficulty and speed determined by their own behavior. As a result, there was no fixed trial structure, as is typical of imaging experiments. For the purposes of analysis, we defined the onset of "game trials" to be the start of a repeatedly presented auditory category exemplar (which were temporally synced with the onset of functional image acquisition). A randomly selected intertrial interval (0 to −4.5 s) and an additional delay (\<1.5 s) separated game trials (see [*SI Appendix*, *Methods*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1811992116/-/DCSupplemental) for more details).

Participants were instructed only on how to play the game. They were not informed about the sound categories or their significance in the game, and synthetic game music was played in the background ([@r23]). Thus, unlike traditional category-learning tasks, the game training did not involve overt attempts to discover the dimensions diagnostic to category membership or explicit categorization decisions. Further, the task provided an indirect form of feedback, as correct prediction of an alien based upon its emitted sound should enhance success in the game. In all, the videogame task presents an inherently complex environment in which participants experience rich correlations among multimodal cues that support success in the game and incidental learning of sound categories.

Afterward, all participants went through two additional functional runs of an auditory habituation task (not reported due to excessive head motion), which lasted about 20 min.

Behavioral Posttest. {#s17}
--------------------

After the scanning session, participants completed a posttraining overt category labeling task to assess category learning and generalization in a quiet behavioral testing room. To refresh the mapping of the sounds and the alien identity, participants first played the videogame on a laptop for 15 min before the posttest. On each trial of the posttest, participants saw the four alien characters in fixed positions on the screen and heard a randomly selected sound category exemplar, which was repeatedly presented. Participants indicated which alien was associated with the sound exemplar within a 5-s window. In addition to the four familiar category exemplars experienced in the videogame, participants also responded to seven novel exemplars from each category that were withheld from the videogame training to test generalization of category learning. Each sound was presented five times (220 trials). There was no feedback.

Behavioral Data Analysis. {#s18}
-------------------------

Two behavioral learning measures were used. One measure was participants' game performance during training in the scanner. This measure was quantified as the mean of the highest levels attained across the multiple games played by each participant ([@r23]). The other measure was participants' explicit sound categorization performance assessed in the posttest following the in-scanner videogame training. Our main interest was to examine the extent of generalization of category learning to novel exemplars assessed in the posttest (i.e., after the category learning that took place in the videogame). See [*SI Appendix*, *Methods*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1811992116/-/DCSupplemental) for details of the statistical tests.

Functional Image Acquisition and Preprocessing. {#s19}
-----------------------------------------------

Brain images were acquired on a Siemens Allegra 3.0 Tesla scanner at the University of Pittsburgh. Preprocessing and analysis were done using Analysis of Functional NeuroImages (AFNI) ([@r59]). Preprocessing steps included slice-time correction, spatial realignment to the first volume, and normalization to Talairach space ([@r60]). All imaging parameters and preprocessing details can be found in [*SI Appendix*, *Methods*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1811992116/-/DCSupplemental).

Localization of Speech-Selective ROIs. {#s20}
--------------------------------------

As our previous study exhibited pre vs. post videogame training effects in the speech-selective cortical region ([@r8]), we used the data from the localizer task to identify speech-selective ROIs. The localizer task general linear model (GLM) included a separate regressor for each trial event (auditory: speech vs. nonspeech; visual: alien vs. Gabor patch; motor: left vs. right motor responses), which were modeled at the onset of each trial, convolved with a canonical gamma-variate function (GAM; AFNI).

As individuals greatly vary in their brain anatomy and functional recruitment, we localized candidate speech-selective regions on a single-subject basis. Within the group-defined mask (at voxel-wise *P* \< 0.05; cluster-corrected threshold of 263 voxels), we identified each individual participant's peak voxel exhibiting speech \> nonspeech contrast. Around each individual's peak activation voxel, we created a speech-selective ROI for each participant using a 2.5-voxel-radius sphere (∼85 voxels). Our primary interest was in the auditory ROI, but for our exploratory analysis, we also identified the ROIs reflecting the visual and motor components using a similar approach ([*SI Appendix*, *Methods* and Fig. S5](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1811992116/-/DCSupplemental)).

Videogame Task GLM. {#s21}
-------------------

Unlike traditional imaging tasks, the videogame task does not enforce any consistent trial structure or duration. Trial duration was entirely driven by players' performance (see [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1811992116/-/DCSupplemental) for the distributions of game trial duration). Without any restrictions on when or how to make motor responses, participants freely aimed and executed game actions on aliens using both hands while continuously seeing and hearing aliens. Because of this unusual task design, we define "trial" to be the duration from the onset of a new alien's sound presentation to the receipt of feedback after completing a game action ([Fig. 1*B*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). Within each trial, there were three consistent game-related events: videogame audiovisual stimulus presentation, motor responses, and feedback, which were separately modeled in the GLM. Our main interest was in the BOLD response to videogame audiovisual stimulus presentation events. Given the continuous and immersive nature of the videogame task, we estimated BOLD responses during the game training using the finite impulse response (FIR) function as a change in BOLD magnitude across time from the game trial onset (i.e., sound onset) up to 18 s. The duration of the stimulus presentation event varied according to the variable self-paced trial length in the game, so a parametric amplitude-modulated regressor that modeled trial duration was entered as a trial-wise covariate to account for variable game trial lengths (see [*SI Appendix*, *Methods*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1811992116/-/DCSupplemental) for more details of the GLM).

Response of the Striatum During Videogame Training. {#s22}
---------------------------------------------------

The central objective of this study was to investigate the role of the striatum in auditory category learning and its sensitivity to the presence of a coherent distributional structure of the input. This analysis was designed to address three main questions: (*i*) Are regions within the striatum involved during the videogame training; and, if so, do the BOLD responses differ between the two groups of participants? (*ii*) Are the response magnitudes from the striatum regions correlated with behavioral measures of auditory learning; and, if so, do the patterns of correlation differ between the two groups? (*iii*) Are regions within the striatum functionally connected to the speech-selective auditory ROIs; and, if so, does the functional connectivity exhibit a different relationship to behavioral measures of auditory category learning between the two groups?

To this end, we created an a priori striatum anatomical mask by using the high-resolution anatomical atlas within AFNI (the TT-atlas). The anatomical atlas provides a parcellation of the striatum into 10 subregions: the left and right head, body, and tail of the caudate nucleus, the left and right putamen, and the left and right nucleus accumbens. Our striatal mask, which was 704 voxels in size, was defined as the union of these striatal subregions. Within this striatal mask, a voxel-wise mixed-design ANOVA was conducted on the videogame audiovisual event data of each functional run; using the weights from the FIR modeling gaming events, the β-estimate of change across time (i.e., time course from 0 to 18 s with respect to the onset of a new game trial) served as a within-subjects factor, group (experimental vs. control) served as a between-subjects factor, and subject served as a random factor (e.g., refs. [@r12], [@r35], [@r45], and [@r61]). Activation clusters within the striatum were defined at a voxel-wise threshold of *P* \< 0.005 and corrected for multiple comparisons at alpha = 0.05 (3dClustSim by AFNI ver. 17.0.00). We also performed the same analysis in the whole brain ([*SI Appendix*, Table S3](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1811992116/-/DCSupplemental)).

We ensured independence between voxel selection of the clusters within the striatum during game play and the BOLD activation time course extracted from the clusters. Striatal clusters exhibiting a significant Group × Time Course activation were defined using each functional run separately. Given each run-wise striatal cluster, we extracted the average β-estimate time course from the remaining two functional runs (e.g., when the functional data from the first run were used to define a striatal cluster, the average β-estimate time course of the second and third functional runs of the videogame training was extracted from that cluster). We averaged the β-estimate time courses extracted from the three run-wise striatal clusters for each participant ([Fig. 3*B*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). The β-estimate peak around 7.5 s after the game event onset was used to quantify the extent of an individual's recruitment of the striatum during game play.

Note that across the three in-scanner videogame runs, the experimental and control groups did not exhibit significant differences in their behavioral game performances or in the game trial duration ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1811992116/-/DCSupplemental)). Also, Group × Time Course activation clusters within the striatum were quite consistent throughout the videogame training runs ([*SI Appendix*, Table S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1811992116/-/DCSupplemental)). These run-wise striatal clusters also served as seed regions in the functional connectivity analysis.

Functional Connectivity Between the Striatum and Speech-Selective ROIs During Videogame Play. {#s23}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We examined whether the striatal clusters involved in incidental sound category learning were functionally connected to the speech-selective regions, and whether the extent of the connectivity differed between the two participant groups. The active clusters within the striatum exhibiting Group × Time Course effects served as seeds ([*SI Appendix*, Table S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1811992116/-/DCSupplemental)).

To quantify functional connectivity, we first constructed a new subject-level GLM for the videogame task to include additional nuisance regressors associated with baseline activity modulations during videogame training. We included the time-series data from two foci in the ventricles ([@r62]) and from one in the white matter. To remove effects of no interest, the modeled baseline activity was subtracted from the original time-series data, along with the modeled slow signal drift and head motion noted previously. Given this residual time-series data of each participant, we extracted average time-series data across the set of voxels within the striatal cluster involved during game play.

Using a similar analysis approach in extracting the activation (i.e., β-estimate) time course of the striatal clusters, we also ensured the independence of the connectivity data and seed selection. In brief, regions within the striatum that exhibited Group × Time Course in each run ([*SI Appendix*, Table S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1811992116/-/DCSupplemental)) served as seeds. The remaining residual time-series data (not used for defining the striatal seed region) were concatenated, and the average time series across the voxels in the corresponding seed was extracted. Given the seed region time series, we then computed voxel-wise temporal correlations for each participant. The resulting voxel-wise *R*-squared values were converted to Fisher's *z*-correlation coefficients. For each participant, we extracted the set of *z*-scored correlation coefficients across the voxels within individually defined speech-selective ROIs ([Fig. 5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}, *Left*). This procedure was done for each of the run-wise striatal seed clusters ([*SI Appendix*, Table S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1811992116/-/DCSupplemental)). The average *z*-score correlation coefficient across the run-wise striatal clusters served as a measure of each participant's functional connectivity between the striatum and the speech-selective ROIs.

By using one-sample *t* tests against 0, we examined whether the striatum is functionally connected with the speech-selective ROI separately on each group. To contrast the extent of the connectivity between the two groups (experimental vs. control), we used an independent samples *t* test on the striatal connectivity to the speech-selective ROI. The same approach was used for the exploratory analysis on the striatal connectivity to visual and motor regions ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S5](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1811992116/-/DCSupplemental)).

Relationship Between Neural and Behavioral Modulations. {#s24}
-------------------------------------------------------

We performed a multiple linear regression analysis to examine whether the two participant groups exhibited a different relationship between the extent of the striatal modulations (i.e., striatal activation and its connectivity with speech-selective auditory ROIs) and individuals' behavioral performance. Individuals' striatal activation was quantified as the β-estimate peak extracted from the active clusters ([Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). The average functional connectivity measure (*z*-transformed values) extracted from each speech-selective ROI served as individuals' striatal connectivity strength to auditory regions. With these striatal modulation measures, the multiple regression analyses were performed to predict the behavioral performances---namely, the behavioral posttest categorization of the novel exemplars of the onset-sweep categories, and the behavioral videogame performance (i.e., average highest level reached during the training). A significant Group × Striatal Modulation (i.e., activation and connectivity) effect was followed up by a separate post hoc correlation analysis for each group of participants.
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